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Problem 5.1 – Photon wavepackets (5 points)
In the lecture, you have seen one-photon states in a wavepacket mode

|1f ! =
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d3k

(2!)3/2
f̃!(k)a†

k!|vac! (5.1)

where f̃!(k) gives the Fourier expansion of the (transverse) mode function:

f(x) =

!
d̄3k

"

!

f̃!(k)"(k, #) eik·x (5.2)

We use the integration measure d̄3k = d3k/(2!)3 and the usual polarization
vectors "(k, #).

(i) Show that |1f ! is an eigenstate of the operator ‘total photon number’ N̂

N̂ =

!
d3k a†

k!ak! (5.3)

with eigenvalue 1. Check what normalization for the mode function is re-
quired here.

(ii) Under which conditions is the state |1f ! also an eigenstate of the total
field energy :Ĥ : (zero-point energy subtracted)?

:Ĥ : =

!
d3k h̄$k a†

k!ak! (5.4)

(iii) [3 bonus points] Speculate how a Gaussian light beam, familiar from
the photonics lecture, can be described in this way. Get inspired by looking up
the keyword ‘paraxial approximation’.

Problem 5.2 – Casimir energy via the Euler-MacLaurin formula (9 points)
In the lecture, the Casimir energy (force) has been calculated using the argu-
ment principle of complex analysis. We will now avoid the complex numbers.
Consider a resonator made of two perfectly reflecting plates of area A, sepa-
rated by a gap L.
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(i) Find a set of modes in such a general cavity of volume AL. Since A" L
one can consider the continuum limit (periodic boundary conditions) parallel
to the plate. Please understand that the dispersion relation inside the cavity is
given by

$(n,%k) = c

#
k2 +

n2!2

L2
. (5.5)

where %k = (kx, ky) is the wave vector parallel to the plates.
(ii) If we remove the plates, also the third component is continuous and

instead of summing over n, we can integrate. The Casimir energy of the cavity
is therefore given by the difference4
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We have introduced a regulating function f($), such that f(0) = 1 and f($) =
0 to make the sum/integral convergent at large frequencies.

Evaluate this difference using the Euler-MacLaurin formula
!""

n=0

F (n)#
! !

0

dnF (n) = #
!"

m=1

B2m

(2m)!
F (2m#1)(0), (5.7)

where the B2m are Bernoulli’s numbers (B2 = 1/6, B4 = #1/30) and F (j) =
djF/dnj . You may find it useful to change to a dimensionless integration vari-
able y =

$
k2L2/!2 # n2. Show that you need only the first three derivatives

of the function
F (n) =

! !

n2

dy
%

yf(!
%

y/L), (5.8)

because all higher derivates vanish and recover Casimir’s result (5.9). What
do mathematical handbooks say about the conditions to apply Eq.(5.7)?

Problem 5.3 – Casimir model of the electron (3 points)
You have met the Casimir energy per area

EC(L)

A
= # !2 h̄c

720 L3
(5.9)

and the resulting force FC(L) = #dEC/dL. In 1953, H. B. Casimir proposed
a model for the electron, trying to understand how it can be at the same time
stable, charged, and tiny.

4The prime on the sum introduces a factor 1/2 with the n = 0 summand, as one polarization
is missing there. But don’t panic.
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(i) Model the electron as a cubic cavity made of two conducting plates. Each
plate carries the charge e/2. Balance the electrostatic forces by the Casimir
forces. Does this supply a limit for the size of the electron? Determine a value
of the fine structure constant & = e2/4!'0h̄c.

(ii) What if the electron is not a box but a sphere? The Casimir self-energy
of a perfectly reflecting sphere5 of radius R is given by

Esph(R) = 0.092
h̄c

2R
. (5.10)

Problem 5.4 – Casimir model of adhesion (3 points)
Casimir forces become really important if electrically neutral bodies get close
to each other. They are actually called van der Waals forces. In this problem
you may estimate some everyday examples.

(i) Consider Spiderman climbing up the glass façade of a building, using
the Casimir forces between the palms of his hands and the surface. (For the
moment you may assume perfect reflection.) How narrow is the gap between
his hands and the surface? Compare with some typical values for the surface
roughness of glass.

(ii) Why is rather easy to peel off Scotch tape (Tesafilm), while it can carry
quite heavy weights? Estimate the work necessary to remove a length of tape
by peeling if off, and compare to the work necessary to remove the same area
at once perpendicularly. The distance between the tape and the surface is ap-
proximately 5nm, and the strip could have dimensions 1cm& 5cm.

(iii) In contrast to Spiderman, whom most of us have never seen personally
walking up a glass façade, there is positive evidence that geckos can do the
trick. Do some internet research and use your previous results to make some
estimates on geckos. How do they increase adhesion? Why cannot geckos
walk on teflon? And how do they get their feet off the wall again?

5K. Milton, The Casimir effect (World Scientific, Singapore, 2001)
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